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Éthique du Jubilée: Vers une réparation du monde? 
Actes du XXXIXe colloque des intellectuels juifs de langue française 
(Ethics of the Jubilee: Toward Repairing the World? Proceedings of 
the 39th Colloquium of French-Speaking Jewish Intellectuals), by Jean 
Halperin et al. Paris: Albin Michel, 2005, 182 pgs.

Countless works cite ancient Greek philosophy as the earliest source of 
economic ethics, thereby emphasizing the contribution of thinkers such 
as Aristotle, who made a somewhat ethical distinction between chrematt
tistics and economy. However, this viewpoint is woefully incomplete if 
not deliberately biased; it obscures the fact that, aside from Athens and 
well before the Greeks, there existed, as Emmanuel Lévinas1 expressed it, 
another source of rationality—Jerusalem.

The rules governing sabbatical and jubilee years are stated in 
Deuteronomy, Exodus, and Leviticus. In sabbatical years, the land must 
lie fallow, and debts are canceled. These commandments also apply in 
jubilee years, but in the Jubilee, a general liberation of people and proptt
erty is added. In other words, in every jubilee year, or Yovel, each slave is 
returned to his clan and is allowed to recover his patrimony. 

The book at hand, Éthique du Jubilée (Ethics of the Jubilee), does not 
look back on these multimillenary commandments in a commemorative 
spirit but rather seeks to help us approach certain contemporary ecott
nomic challenges from a new perspective. Or, as Jean Halpérin writes, the 
work enables us “to look at the serious economic and social problems of 
our day from the perspective of teachings from a far distant past, drawn 
from the jubilee model” (p. 99).

 1 Emmanuel Lévinas, “The Bible Is Essential to Thought,” in François Poirié, 
Emmanuel Lévinas. Qui êtes-vous? (Lyon: La Manufacture, 1987), p. 113.
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Nelly Hansson begins her introduction by outlining a threetpronged 
study of the Yovel, appropriate in view of the extraordinarily subversive 
provisions of this year (p. 13). She claims that any investigation into this 
topic should expose the “intellectual, practical, theoretical and applied 
problematic” implied in the rules governing the sanctified years. It should 
seek to discover if the Yovel draws “the contours of a spirit, an ethics,” that 
is not limited to the Jewish people and the promised land. Following ditt
rectly from this, it should ask if the ethics of the Yovel might yield ideas, if 
not lessons, for the here and now. Of course, it is not possible in the space 
of this review to give a detailed account of all the exciting developments 
found in this collective work. The essays bear on subjects ranging from 
real estate in Jerusalem to worldwide nutritional security, and including 
the symbolic reduction of debt. We will limit ourselves to conveying some 
of the conclusions that can be drawn from the articles in the collection.

In the first place, it appears that biblical legislation conveys, from the 
outset, a concern for social and human issues, through a system of peritt
odic interruption of economic activity referred to here as the “temporal 
pyramid of Shabbat.” Jean Halpérin maintains that the principles govtt
erning the sanctified years, exposed in chapter 25 of Leviticus, illustrate 
the “fundamental ideological concept according to which society should 
be organized and upon which its ethical principles should be based”  
(p. 18). This concept is rooted in Jewish theology, a tradition that teaches 
that the creation of the world was left unfinished by God, so that human 
beings would be aware of “their total and infinite responsibility for the 
state of the world and the moral quality of society” (p. 20).

The Bible, in fact, not only acknowledges the perverse effects of the 
accumulation of wealth and the exploitation of the earth on society, but 
it also proposes correctives. Indeed, precisely for the purpose of breaktt
ing the vicious cycle through which wealth and power reinforce each 
other, the Jubilee calls for the retestablishment of families on their land. 
Similarly, Shabbat, by imposing rest for men and beasts and the land, 
aims to liberate human beings from the economic imperative and, as he 
notes in intentionally anachronistic terms, from the rat race (p. 20).

Forgiving of debts is without contest the most welltknown provitt
sion of the Jubilee year. Daniel Cohen shows that though the Jubilee is 
obviously meant to stifle the excessive accumulation of wealth, it also 
provides a way of restoring justice (because a debt that one cannot repay 
leads to enslavement) and ensures economic efficacy. The cancellation of 
debts, however, is not only for the sake of debtors.2 Rather, “it obliges 

 2 JeantPaul Maréchal, “Aux origines bibliques de l’éthique économique,” Écologie et 
Politique 29 (2004), pp. 217–218.
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lenders to ask themselves the moral question that will arise when the 
time comes for reimbursement [and] borrowers to question themselves 
about their own integrity.” Cohen explains that placing the moral imtt
perative simultaneously on creditor and debtor “does not aggravate the 
problem, it solves it”; this could become “a factor of liberation” in our 
day (p. 66). 

Edouard Dommen highlights the positive effects that debt cancelation 
may have on social cohesion. Given what he calls the “invisible foot” that 
often stomps on the weakest and crushes them, the cancelation of debt may 
contribute to stopping the cycle of impoverishment and exclusion (p. 118).

Stéphane Mosès invites us to see the repose of the land as an ecological 
concern: “According to the Bible, the land should have rest just like men 
and beasts. Like nature, it should not be subjected to intensive exploitatt
tion” (p. 162). As for ownership, it is never absolute; every fifty years the 
land reverts to its former proprietors. As Mosès points out, “God entrusts 
the land ‘to those who have rights to it in his eyes.’ These rights depend 
above all on the rigorous exercise of justice, particularly social justice” 
(p. 166).

Gilles Bernheim explains in his Bible lesson that the attribution of 
parcels of land is conditioned by the way the inhabitants conduct themtt
selves, notably “by mobilizing in others that which is best in them”  
(p. 35). Daniel Cohen asks if knowledge might play the same role in our 
day as the land did in biblical times. If so, he says, one could propose 
in the spirit of the Yovel the joint ownership “of all human knowledge.” 
And, suggests Claude Benoliel, why not extend it to certain sourctt
es of international wealth, such as “oil, water, medicines, and food?”  
(p. 71).

It is clear that there is no dearth of principles to be studied and plans 
of action to be pursued through the study of the Yovel. Of course, some 
critics will mention that the imperatives connected with the Yovel were 
often ignored, even in biblical times. Adopting such a position, however, 
means ignoring, as Jean Halpérin reminds us, that the “virtuality” of a 
text in no way implies its gratuity (p. 18). Furthermore, with the acceltt
eration of social and environmental problems in our times, a revolution 
in prevailing representations and changes in our economic practices aptt
pear increasingly urgent. It seems that in commanding us to “perfect” 
and “repair” the world, the message of the Yovel—which, it turns out, 
expresses a surprisingly pertinent concern for sustainable development—
can help us arrive at indispensable ideas, without which addressing this 
concern effectively will not be possible. As Michael Walzer writes in 
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Spheres of Justice, “We make the social world as much in our minds as 
with our hands.”3

JeantPaul Maréchal
university of Rennes 2—Haute Bretagne

Contemporary Jewish Philosophy: An Introduction
by Irene Kajon. New York: Routledge, 2005, 256 pgs.

I.

Irene Kajon’s Contemporary Jewish Philosophy: An Introduction is an investt
tigation into the thought of some of the most important twentiethtcentury 
Jewish philosophers, namely Hermann Cohen, Franz Rosenzweig, Martin 
Buber, Leo Strauss, and Emmanuel Lévinas. Kajon considers these thinktt
ers to have a common agenda, which is to “point out the possibility of 
human beings establishing their relationship to ‘the other’ in a different 
manner from that which has so far been allowed by theoretical or practt
tical reason, imagination or empirical feelings” (p. xiii). They each have 
something to offer in the search for a Jewish philosophical context—one 
that values both Jewish tradition and philosophical inquiry—from within 
which “the other” can be addressed. Practical life and speculative thought 
form a unity for these Jewish philosophers as well as for their readers. 

In the introduction to her book, Kajon uses an interesting image, that 
of a parabola. The Latin term parabola denotes two different things: a 
parable or story and the geometric figure of a “line that departs from a 
fixed point, extends itself to a climax and comes back to another point 
distant but on the same plane” (p. 1). The scene for Kajon’s discussion is 
hence set by her depiction of Western humanism as the descending line 
of a parabola. This imagery continues into the discussion of three writtt
ings that together embody the double meaning of parabola. 

 3 Michael Walzer, Spheres of Justice: A Defense of Pluralism and Equality (New York: 
Basic Books, 1983), p. xiv.
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